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VISION
MISSION

Vision is to be the leading exhibition stand contracting company that provides
exceptional and innovative solutions to clients, while always delivering
outstanding customer service and building strong relationships with the
partners.

Mission is to create exceptional and unforgettable experiences for the clients by
designing, fabricating and installing high-quality, custom-made exhibition
stands that reflect their brand identity and message. We strive to exceed our
clients' expectations by being a reliable partner, offering creative solutions and
delivering on time, every time. We are committed to maintaining the highest
standards of quality and safety in our work, and to fostering a culture of
continuous learning and improvement within the team.



WHO
WE
ARE

INFRASTRUCTURE: 

The Head Office and Design Studio is located in Goregaon, Mumbai which sits a
team of about 25 people. With a workshop spanning 20,000 square feet in Mira
Road, Mumbai and presence in Pune, Chennai, Bangalore and Delhi, Team MD
has the capability to cater to clients pan India. Team MD has the capability to
design and execute projects for clients pan India.

A strong presence in UAE and Europe also enables the company to execute
critical and challenging projects across those regions.

TEAM: 

With multiple full streamed verticals, MD has an efficient and hardworking team
of senior partners, designers, production heads, supervisors who are always
ready for challenges and come up with the most effective budget and time
bounded solutions to the ever increasing demands of their clients.  

With over 1500+ booths executed, Team MD has every inch of what it takes to
deliver a flawless project. 
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ANIKET MALI

15 years into business, a First Generation Entrepreneur, Aniket is a leader,
designer, innovator and a fast learner, usually all at once. Aniket has
established a reputation for building relationships across the industry with not
only the top management of his clientele brands but across multiple
businesses enabling him to adapt diverse ideologies & incorporate those for
self growth. A philanthropist by nature, Aniket truly believes in giving back to
those who make our lives easier.

Founder & Director

RACHANA MALI

A Design Graduate from Sir J.J. Institute of Applied Art, Rachana has
passionately been designing spaces for over a decade. A people's person,
Design is an intrinsic part of her daily life & she finds inspiration in everything
from her immediate surrounding or her travels. However, what ultimately
inspires her artistry is her clients & their needs, their aesthetics & their life
stories. Which is why no two designs are alike & yet each one has a unique
stamp of craftsmanship & flair which is all her own.

Principal Designer







Event Organisers
M-stand is renowned for organizing
some of the best events. We pride
ourselves on our attention to detail,
creativity, and flawless execution. Trust
us to create a memorable experience for
you and your guests that will exceed
your expectations.

Customised Pavillion Stalls 
At M-stand, we create custom pavilion
stands tailored to your specific needs.
Our stands are the best because we use
high-quality materials, innovative
designs, and cutting-edge technology to
ensure a flawless finish. Trust us to bring
your vision to life and create a standout
display for your brand.

German  made M-stand Booths
Mstand proudly produces German-made
M-stand booths, known for their superior
quality and durability. Our expert team
uses state-of-the-art technology and
premium materials to craft each booth
with precision and care. Trust us to create
the perfect booth for your business that
will stand out and make an impact.

Display Pop ups  & Signages
Mstand creates the best pop-up displays
and signage that make your brand stand
out. Our team uses high-quality materials
and innovative designs to create stunning
displays that are easy to set up and
transport. Trust Mstand for a truly
memorable exhibition experience.

SERVICES



WHAT IS A
MODULAR
M-STAND
BOOTH?

M-Stand is the brain child of Aniket Mali, the founder of
MaliDesarc Pvt. Ltd.

As necessity is the mother of all innovations, the need of
some clients for a Simplified, Clear, Luxury Design that
meets International Standards with quick turnaround time
booth led him to innovate this



WHY
M-STAND?

Eco-Friendly
Use of Sunfa Fabric with UV printing which is recyclable as against the regular
flex.
The prints are easily removable & hence can be re-used.

Sustainable
Use of premium quality Aluminium Channels and ACP Sheets which are again
re-usable and recyclable as against plywood which is usually burnt causing
carbon emissions.

Sleek design
Clean lines & clear designs providing a Sophisticated look with Premium
quality finish & International standards.

Faster TAT
Apt solution for last minute decision makers as Installation & Turn Around
Time is 50% lesser than customized stands and that too without any
compromise on finish and quality.

Cost-effective
Rental cost for M-stand against purchase cost for customised booths.



CLIENTS



M-STAND is a leading stand designing company with over 15 years of solid
experience in working with a wide range of clients across all spectrum of
business verticals. An exhibition stand design represents the ethos of the brand
which is being displayed hence it has to be impeccably displayed and this is
where we come in, designing your stand aesthetically along with right
distribution of space management. 

Our creative designers who understand the brief and bring them to life through
their designs clubbed with an expert execution team who brilliantly craft the
same to reality. Over the years we have worked and been on the A-list of most
corporates such as the Embassy of Sweden, Pidilite Industries, Baumer,
Technova, Ravago, Welset Extrusions, Konfiel, Kanakia, Ahuja & Ruparel only to
name a few and have received awards for the same in various exhibitions..

EXHIBITIONS,
CUSTOMISED STANDS

& PAVIL IONS 



PROJECTS



Client: SBI Bank Banking Stall - London | Stall Size - 10m x 10m



Client: BKT Growing Together SERIE - Dubai Stall Size - 8m x 10m



Client: Rajiv Platic  PlastInda - Delhi | Stall Size - 11m x 8m



Client: FUTURA ACETECH- Mumbai | Stall Size - 8m x 12m



Client: FUTURA ACETECH- Mumbai | Stall Size - 8m x 12m



Client: FUTURA ACETECH- Mumbai | Stall Size - 8m x 12m



Client: ASIAN HJH - London | Stall Size - 10m x 10m



Client: KIRLOSKAR Chillers ACREX- Mumbai | Stall Size - 9m x 6m



Client: TECHNOVA CEIF - Mumbai | Stall Size - 10m x 8m



Client: CDE EXCON - Mumbai | Stall Size - 60m x 10m



Client: CDE EXCON - Mumbai | Stall Size - 60m x 10m



Client: KOHINOOR MCHI - Mumbai | Stall Size - 30m x 10m



Client: MAHINDRA LIFESPACES MCHI - Mumbai | Stall Size - 30m x 10m



Client: GODREJ PROPERTIES MCHI - Mumbai | Stall Size - 30m x 10m



Client: DYNALOG AutomationExpo - Mumbai | Stall Size - 15m x 10m



Client: ASHLAND CPHI - Mumbai | Stall Size - 6m x 10m



Client: BROTHERS CPHI - Mumbai | Stall Size - 20m x 3m



Client: MAHARASHI CPHI - Mumbai | Stall Size - 10m x 8m



Client: SWATISPENTOS CPHI - Mumbai | Stall Size - 6m x 12m



Client: SAPHARMA CPHI - Mumbai | Stall Size - 6m x 6m



Client: GENREX PAMEX - Mumbai | Stall Size - 6m x 6m



Looking for a ready-to-use booth that's eco-friendly, sleek, and cost-effective? Look no further
than our German-made booth rentals!

Our booths are designed with sustainability in mind, using Sunfa Fabric with UV printing, which
is recyclable and much more environmentally friendly than regular flex. Plus, the prints are
easily removable, making them reusable for future events.

We've also made sure to use premium quality materials like Aluminium Channels and ACP
Sheets, which are both reusable and recyclable, as opposed to plywood, which is typically
burned and emits harmful carbon emissions.

Not only are our booths sustainable, but they're also sleek and sophisticated, with clean lines
and premium quality finishes that meet international standards. You'll be impressed with the
look and feel of our booths.

And if you're in a pinch and need a booth fast, we've got you covered. Our installation and
turnaround times are 50% faster than customized stands, without sacrificing quality or finish.
Best of all, our rental costs are much more cost-effective than purchasing a custom booth
outright. So why not rent from us for your next event and enjoy all the benefits of an eco-
friendly, sleek, and cost-effective booth? Contact us today to learn more!

Ready to Use 9 to 50 sqm

GERMAN MADE 
M-STAND BOOTH  



Client: JETTEC IBEX - Mumbai | Stall Size - 3m x 4m



Client: JETTEC IBEX - Mumbai | Stall Size - 3m x 4m



Client: WINNERS LABELS LLP PlastIndia - Delhi | Stall Size - 9m x 3m







404, De Elmas, Opp. Ginger Hotel, Sonawala Cross Rd. 2, Goregaon East,
Mumbai - 400072, Maharashtra, India.

 - Head Office -

- Contact -

- Website -

inquire@malidesarc.com

www.malidesarc.com
www.mstand.in


